Adaptation aftereffects reveal representations for encoding of contingent social actions
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A hallmark of human social behavior is the effortless ability to relate one’s own actions to that of the interaction partner, e.g., when stretching out one’s arms to catch a tripping child. What are the behavioral properties of the neural substrates that support this indispensable human skill? Here we examined the processes underlying the ability to relate actions to each other, namely the recognition of spatiotemporal contingencies between actions (e.g., a “giving” that is followed by a “taking”). We used a behavioral adaptation paradigm to examine the response properties of perceptual mechanisms at a behavioral level. In contrast to the common view that action-sensitive units are primarily selective for one action (i.e., primary action, e.g., “throwing”), we demonstrate that these processes also exhibit sensitivity to a matching contingent action (e.g., “catching”). Control experiments demonstrate that the sensitivity of action recognition processes to contingent actions cannot be explained by lower-level visual features or amodal semantic adaptation. Moreover, we show that action recognition processes are sensitive only to contingent actions, but not to noncontingent actions, demonstrating their selective sensitivity to contingent actions. Our findings show the selective coding mechanism for action contingencies by action-sensitive processes and demonstrate how the representations of individual actions in social interactions can be linked in a unified representation.

A

adaptation effects have been demonstrated to be a powerful tool in the examination of response properties of neural processes at the behavioral level. Specifically, behavioral adaptation can selectively target the neural mechanisms and tuning characteristics of perceptual processes across the cortical hierarchy (1–4). The inference about the neural mechanisms from the behavioral adaptation is grounded in electrophysiological studies showing how repetitive sensory stimulation results in a transient response decrease in the neuronal populations involved in the processing of the stimulus (5–12). As a behavioral consequence of this neural mechanism, the perception of a subsequently presented ambiguous test stimulus is altered for a short period. Therefore, it is often fruitful to first find and investigate a behavioral adaptation effect before examining in detail the underlying neural mechanisms.

Results

Recently, we developed an experimental paradigm with which we can probe the ability to discriminate different actions using adaptation (action discrimination adaptation). We have previously shown that adaptation to an action (e.g., “throwing”) transiently changes the categorical visual percept of a subsequently presented ambiguous action that contains visual elements of two actions [e.g., a morph between a throwing and a “giving” (Movie S1) or a “catching-taking” pair (Movie S2) (13, 14). For example, adapting to a throwing action transiently causes participants to report an ambiguous appearing test action (e.g., a “throwing-giving” morph) to look more like giving and vice versa.

In the current study, we used this paradigm to examine the underlying representation of spatiotemporally proximate actions (contingent actions). This representation might be based on the human ability to relate one action in a social interaction, e.g., throwing, to another, e.g., giving. Specifically, we were interested in whether action representations are sensitive to both their primary action and to the related contingent action. To this end, we used two actions, namely throwing and giving, to examine the sensitivity of these action representations to the contingent actions of catching and taking. In a standard version of this adaptation paradigm, adapting to a throwing action causes participants to perceive an ambiguous action morph between throwing and giving more likely as giving. We reasoned that if the representation of a throwing action is also sensitive to the contingent action (i.e., catching), then the catching adaptor should also induce an adaptation aftereffect when observing a throwing action. Specifically, adaptation to catching should lead participants to recognize a throwing–giving test morph action more likely as a giving. That is, if action representations are also sensitive to the contingent action, then a catching adaptor will cause a similar (yet likely smaller) adaptation effect to a throwing adaptor when testing with a throwing–giving morph action (see Fig. 1B for a common adaptation experiment scheme). We refer to these adaptation effects induced by the contingent action hereafter as “cross-adaptation effects” (see Fig. 1A for cross- and normal adaptation conditions). The presence of significant cross-adaptation effects provides direct evidence for action representations being sensitive to their contingent action.

We used two social interactions, throwing–catching and giving–taking (Fig. 2A and Movies S1 and S2), to create ambiguous test stimuli. Specifically, we morphed (Methods) between perception | vision | social interaction | action recognition | adaptation
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In line with this hypothesis, our results show a significant cross-adaptation effect as indicated by a one-sample t test [t(24) = 5.83, Cohen’s d = 1.17, P < 0.001]. In addition to sensitivity of action representations to contingent actions, action representations are more sensitive to their primary action as suggested by the significantly larger adaptation effect in the normal than in the cross-adaptation condition [paired t test: t(24) = 6.26, Cohen’s d = 1.48, P < 0.001] (Fig. 2B). Overall, these results provide strong evidence for individual action representations being also partially activated by their contingent actions—ones that naturally occur in spatiotemporal proximity during a social interaction.

The cross-adaptation effects are particularly surprising as the adaptor and test stimuli were perceptually very dissimilar. To further validate that the cross-adaptation effect is not merely a signature of low-level adaptation (e.g., to local joint angle changes), we followed up with a control study (experiment 2). We assessed the contribution of the lower-level adaptation effects in the cross-adaptation condition. Specifically, we generated a scrambled action stimulus by remapping joint angle movements of the arms onto the legs and vice versa. This impaired the holistic percept of the action while retaining local joint angle movements and leaving the overall available movement information largely unaffected (Fig. S4 and Movie S3). In experiment 2, we used the four scrambled actions as an additional set of adaptors, together with the four nonscrambled adaptors and two test morphs of experiment 1. We reasoned that, if low-level visual cues were the sole contributors to the cross-adaptation effect, then adaptation to scrambled actions should lead to very similar cross-adaptation effects as adaptation to nonscrambled actions. To this end, in experiment 2 participants (n = 25) were adapted with nonscrambled and scrambled actions as adaptors in both the cross-adaptation and the normal condition and always probed with nonscrambled morphed test stimuli. The most important finding of this experiment was that in the cross-adaptation condition the scrambled adaptors, which contained very similar movement cues to the nonscrambled adaptors, significantly reduced the size of the adaptation effect compared with the nonscrambled adaptors [paired t test t(24) = 3.56, Cohen’s d = 1.17, P = 0.001]. Specifically, the scrambled adaptors in the cross-adaptation condition did not induce significant adaptation effects [t(24) = 1.6, Cohen’s d = 0.32, P = 0.12; the Bayes Factor (B) is B10 = 0.56 (r = 0.707)]. The significant reduction of the cross-adaptation effect by scrambling demonstrates that low-level visual cues alone did not drive the

threwing and giving (i.e., along the throwing–giving morph axis) and between catching and taking (i.e., along the catching–taking morph axis). In experiment 1, we asked participants (n = 25) to categorize these test morphs after repeated presentation of the four different adaptor actions (catching, taking, throwing, giving). Under normal adaptation conditions, the test and adaptor stimuli were taken from the same morph axis (e.g., using giving as the adaptor stimulus and throwing–giving as the test stimulus). Under the cross-adaptation condition, the adaptor and test were taken from action-contingent morph axes (e.g., using taking as the adaptor and throwing–giving as the test). We hypothesized that behavioral adaptation effects in the cross-adaptation condition indicate the sensitivity of action representations to contingent actions.

Fig. 1. (A) Logic of experiment 1. The experiment consists of four unmorphed adaptor actions (green squares), and two morph axes from which test stimuli were sampled. Each axis merged between two actions: throwing and giving (left red square); and catching and taking (right red square). Experiment 1 combined adaptors and morph axes in different ways. Under normal adaptation conditions, the test stimuli were generated by morphing between the adapted actions (solid arrows). In the cross-adaptation condition, the test stimuli were generated from the other two adaptor actions that were not used during adaptation (dotted lines). (B) Schematic outline of a single experimental trial: four adaptor repetitions preceded the ambiguous test stimulus presentation. Depending on the condition, the participants’ task was to indicate, for example, whether the test stimulus looked more like a give or a throw action (see Methods for details).

Fig. 2. (A) Peak frames of two exemplary action morphs used in experiment 1. (Top) Throwing–giving morph. (Bottom) Catching–taking morph. (B) Results of experiment 1. Boxplots of the adaptation aftereffect for cross- and normal adaptation conditions. Boxes indicate the interquartile range (IQR) with the midline in the box being the median. Whiskers mark intervals of 1.5 times the IQR ranges. Dots show individual data.
cross-adaptation effect (Fig. 3B). In addition, we replicated the cross-adaptation effect of the previous experiment with non-scrambled adaptors [Fig. 3B, \(t(24) = 4.35\), Cohen’s \(d = 0.87\), \(P < 0.001\)]. Experiment 2 demonstrates that cross-adaptation effects cannot be explained by low-level visual cues alone.

Experiments 1 and 2 also demonstrate the sensitivity of action representations to contingent actions. However, they do not show the selective sensitivity to contingent actions (i.e., contingency specificity). It is possible that action representations might be sensitive to any other action that is part of a social interaction. For example, the representation of a throwing action might be sensitive also to an action that is not a part of the same social interaction, e.g., dancing. To assess whether action representations exhibit some action selectivity, we examined the specificity of the cross-adaptation effect in experiment 3. We used two novel actions as adaptors that were noncontingent to the morphed actions. Namely, we used the “salsa-leader” and the “salsa-follower” actions from a salsa-dancing interaction as adaptor actions (Fig. 4A and Movie S4). We again probed the cross-adaptation aftereffect (in a different group of \(n = 24\) participants) with the same test action morphs: throwing–giving and catching–taking (as in experiments 1 and 2). Salsa-dancing adaptor actions were noncontingent to the actions from which test stimuli were created (throwing, catching, giving, or taking actions): both salsa-leader and salsa-follower actions were unlikely to prompt a response of catching or taking, as well as these dancing actions being a response to throwing or giving actions. We predict that interaction-specific cross-adaptation effects should be modulated by how closely linked adaptation and action stimuli are. That is, salsa-dancing adaptor action should significantly reduce the cross-adaptation effect.

Because salsa dancing adaptors were noncontingent to the actions of the test stimulus, the direction of their perceptual effect on the test stimuli is not known a priori. Hence, we calculated the difference between these two noncontingent conditions post hoc in such a way that their difference resembled an action adaptation effect (i.e., their difference was positive rather than negative). By doing so, we chose the most conservative approach that is least likely to produce a significant reduction of the cross-adaptation effect in the noncontingent compared with the contingent condition. In addition, we also replicated the cross-adaptation with the contingent actions as adaptors from experiment 1. The noncontingent adaptors significantly reduced the cross-adaptation effect compared with the contingent adaptors \([r(23) = 2.41\), Cohen’s \(d = 0.77\), \(P = 0.02\)]), demonstrating that action representations are sensitive to action contingency (Fig. 4B). The contingent condition provided evidence for a cross-adaptation effect: \(t(23) = 5.26\), Cohen’s \(d = 1.07\), \(P < 0.001\). In summary, experiment 3 demonstrates the specificity of cross-adaptation effects to the contingent action.

Does the cross-adaptation effect occur at an amodal semantic or at a perceptual level? For this, we probed the sensitivity of action representations to commonly agreed semantic labels. We chose two actions (hug and push), which we anticipated to be well known to participants. We chose another two bimanual arm actions (labeled “hand-up” and “hand-left”) (Fig. 5B and Movies S7 and S8), which we expected to be much less well known to participants. A questionnaire, in which participants assigned these actions semantic labels, confirmed that not-well-known actions were significantly more often not assigned a semantic label compared with well-known actions: \(X^2_{\text{McNemar}}(1) = 14.26\), \(P > 0.001\) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Hence, if action adaptation were based on amodal semantic labels, we expect the adaptation effect to be significantly smaller for not-well-known actions compared with well-known actions. Moreover, because the motor system is often considered to be important for action recognition, we also manipulated whether actions in experiment 4 were biologically possible or impossible to execute. To obtain biologically impossible actions, we scrambled each of the four actions. We measured participants’ \((n = 25)\) ability to discriminate the two test morphs (well-known hug-push and the not-well-known hand-left-hand-up morphs) following scrambled and nonscrambled versions of well-known and not-well-known adaptor actions. In contrast to the previous experiments, experiment 4 probed only “normal” adaptation: we adapted only with actions that were constituent to the morph axis. Biological possibility and semantic label (well-known vs. not-well-known) were completely crossed within-subject factors. The results (Fig. 5B) show that action adaptation effects are modulated only by biologically possibility, \(F(1, 24) = 22.6, P < 0.001\), not by semantic label, \(F(1, 24) = 0.06, P = 0.8\), or by the interaction of semantic label and biological possibility, \(F(1, 24) = 0.54, P = 0.47\). In fact, for the factor “semantic label,” there is substantial evidence that the data come from the distribution assumed under the null hypothesis, \(1/B = 0.211 = 4.74\), \(r = 0.707\). The significant results demonstrate the importance of being able to motorically execute the actions for action recognition. This is in line with the prominent notion about the motor system being important for action recognition (15–17). At the same time, action representations exhibit only minor sensitivity to participants’ ability to provide semantic labels for actions. This finding complements previous reports.
taking advantage of action contingencies in these detection tasks. Contingent actions are better detected in noise than noncontingent actions.

served interactions by action representations. Not social interaction-specific. In summary, we show evidence for intermediate cross-adaptation effects. Importantly, experiment 3 shows that these features are specific to the probed social interaction as the cross-adaptation effect is significantly decreased (7518) that demonstrate the sensitivity of action-adaptation effects to visual action information: Using action words instead of action images as adaptors abolishes the action adaptation aftereffect. Overall, the results strongly suggest that the action adaptation effect is not a purely amodal semantic adaptation effect.

Discussion

Previous studies have examined individual actions and demonstrated that the repeated presentation of an action transiently changes the percept of an action’s direction (19–21) and its association with a semantic label (1, 13, 14, 18). Here we provide evidence of the representation of action contingencies between two actions in humans. In three experiments, we show a significant cross-adaptation aftereffect, demonstrating that mechanisms of action perception are sensitive to both the primary action and its contingent action. Importantly, the sensitivity to the contingent action action is observed despite large visual dissimilarities between the adaptor and test stimuli. Thus, the explanation that the action representations adapt merely to the low-level visual cues (such as joint angles or low-level visual cues) in the contingent action stimuli is unlikely. A more explicit test of this explanation involved the distortion of the biological possibility of executing the action (which also leads to participants not being able to assign the meaning to these scrambled action stimuli) while retaining many of the low-level motion cues by swapping the arm and leg movements in experiment 2. In this experiment a significantly reduced cross-adaptation effect was found, although the low-level motion cues were very similar to experiment 1. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that cross-adaptation effects rely very little or not at all on overall available low-level visual information. It seems that features that are processed later in the action recognition hierarchy mediate cross-adaptation effects. Importantly, experiment 3 shows that these features are specific to the probed social interaction as the cross-adaptation effect is significantly decreased when noncontingent actions are used for adaptation. This rules out generic explanations for the cross-adaptation effect that are not social interaction-specific. In summary, we show evidence for the selective encoding of action contingencies of naturally observed interactions by action representations.

The ability to recognize action contingencies is essential for several important social cognitive functions. For example, contingent actions are better detected in noise than noncontingent actions during social interaction recognition (22–25). The ability to take advantage of action contingencies in these detection tasks seems to be related to overall social functioning. High-functioning autistic persons have been shown to take less advantage of action contingencies to improve the detection of social interactions in noise compared with healthy controls (26). This deficit in people with autistic traits cannot be attributed to a general lack of recognizing contingencies. Children with autism focus on nonsocial contingencies when observing biological motion patterns (27), suggesting that people with autistic traits are able to detect physical contingencies. The selective impairment of using social contingencies in autistic people indicates that action contingencies are an integral part of normal social functioning.

What possible neural architecture gives rise to action recognition mechanisms being sensitive to contingent actions? The results of experiment 4 and previous results (18) show that action adaptation effects are bound to visual action information. For example, removing visual action information by using action words as adaptors, instead of action images, abolished action adaptation effects. In line with this result, experiment 4 demonstrates that an action adaptation effect appears unaltered even when participants’ ability to provide semantic labels for an action deteriorates. Hence, previous and current empirical evidence suggests that adaptation is linked to visual action information and thereby to areas of visual action processing.

Visual action recognition has been associated with activation in superior temporal sulcus (STS) (28–30). Some evidence from imaging (31) and physiological (7) studies shows that visual adaptation with the action stimulus transiently changes the neural response properties in area STS. Other studies, however, show an adaptation effect in response to actions in inferior parietal lobule and inferior frontal gyrus areas (16, 32). In line with this, behavioral adaptation aftereffect and neurophysiological adaptation have been linked (33, 34). We might hypothesize that the prolonged presentation of an action transiently inhibits the neural population sensitive to the adapted action that causes the adaptation effect. When an ambiguous test action is shown that contains features of both the adapted and the nonadapted action, the nonadapted population exhibits a relatively stronger response related with the adapted action. As a result, the ambiguous test stimulus is reported more often as the nonadapted stimulus. Within this framework the sensitivity of action recognition mechanisms to action contingencies might arise from associative learning in the following way. In social interactions, individual actions frequently co-occur in close temporal proximity, resulting in observable statistical regularities between the actions (35). These statistical regularities could result in correlated activation between the underlying neural action recognition populations. Associative learning causes this correlated activity to manifest as a selectivity strengthening the connections between these neural populations (36, 37). It could be these strengthened connections cause the activation of both the catching and the throwing action recognition processes during the observation of a catching action. Accordingly, the repeated observation of a catching action might therefore induce an adaptation effect in the throwing neural population, giving rise to the cross-adaptation effect. However, further experimentation is needed to investigate the neural architecture of the adapting contingent action representations.

We observed that cross-adaptation effects are independent of the natural temporal order in which two actions occur. Specifically, cross-adaptation effects did not statistically differ when the throwing adaptor preceded a catching–taking action morph (correct temporal order) and when the catching adaptor preceded a throwing–giving action morph (reversed temporal order). Pooling cross-adaptation effect sizes from all three experiments, we did not find significant difference between correct and reversed temporal order [t(73) = 1.97, Cohen’s d = 0.32, P = 0.05]. The Bayes Factor for the alternative hypothesis was B10 = 0.9 (r = 0.707), suggesting that there is a slightly smaller, but hardly worth mentioning, likelihood in favor of the null hypothesis. Overall, our results do not allow us to draw firm conclusions about the temporal order. Thus, further studies are needed to determine whether the contingent action representations retain the temporal order of actions and, more generally, how the temporal order of social interactions is encoded in the brain.
Finally, we would like to point out the robustness of the cross-adaptation effect. We were able to replicate this effect in three independent experiments with each effect associated with a large effect size of at least Cohen’s $d = 0.87$.

In conclusion, we provide evidence for the selective encoding of contingencies occurring between natural social interactions. The encoding of contingency cannot be explained by the overall availability low-level visual information. Moreover, the encoding of action contingencies is specific to the interaction. We suggest that such a mechanism is critical for humans to see relationships between otherwise independent social actions.

**Methods**

**Stimuli and Apparatus.** We recorded the action stimuli from real-life dyadic interactions using two motion capture suits, each equipped with 17 inertial motion trackers distributed over the whole body (MVN Motion Capture Suit from Xsens). Two actors stood facing each other and carried out the actions starting from a neutral pose. We recorded three different sets of interactions between the actors: interaction 1 (giving-taking) consisted of one person giving a small bag to another person who was taking it; interaction 2 (throwing-catching) consisted of one person throwing a small bag to another person who was catching it; and interaction 3 (salsa dancing) consisted of two people salsa dancing together as partners. From these three interactions, six actions were recorded: giving, throwing, catching, leading salsa, and following salsa. The recorded action stimuli contained the information about the change of 3D spatial coordinates of 22 body joints over time. All actions were processed into short movies of standardized lengths lasting 1.2 s. We also generated ambiguous action morphs between actions originating from interaction 1 or interaction 2, whereas actions were either morphed between “initiating” actions (giving-throwing morphs) or “responding” actions (catching-taking morphs). The morphs were calculated by the weighted average of local joint angles between two actions (we used the same procedure as in refs. 13 and 14). The morph levels chosen as test stimuli were determined individually in practice trials (Procedure). All stimuli were presented with an augmented reality setup in which participants could see the actions in 3D and were carried out by a life-size avatar (height = 1.73 m) rendered as a human female figure in experiment 1 and experiment 4 and as a stick figure for experiment 2 and experiment 3. All actions were presented with the whole body view for a distance of 2.3 m from the screen to the motion-tracked glasses. As a result, the actions were not presented within their natural social interaction context but were taken out of their spatiotemporal action context. Previous research (18) has shown that the spatiotemporal context modulates action adaptation effects in a top-down fashion. Because this top-down modulation of adaptation effect interferes with the aim of the present study to measure the sensitivity of visual action representation to contingent actions, we decided to present stimuli out of spatiotemporal context i.e., as single actions.

In experiment 1 with the human-like avatar, the avatar kept a neutral facial expression. The setup was programmed and controlled with the Unity game engine, and the animated avatar stimuli were acquired from Rocketbox. The stimuli were projected using a back-projection technique enabled by a Christie Mirage 5+3K stereo projector with a refresh rate of 115 Hz, and all participants wore Nvidia 3D Vision Pro shutter glasses synchronized to the display to perceive the stimuli in 3D. An ART Smarttrack system was used to track the position of the head as well as the position of the hands of participants, to update the 3D visual scene in response to the viewpoint changes and enable action execution and task responses of the participants by using their hands.

**Procedure.**

**Practice trials.** At the beginning of all experiments, participants put on a motion-tracked 3D goggles and the hand-tracker. Then they were shown how to answer which actions that they perceived in the experiment by moving their tracked hands and touching one of the two virtual 3D buttons appearing midair labeled with the respective names of the actions (giving, throwing, taking, catching). Participants learned to categorize ambiguous actions to an action belonging to either interaction 1 (giving, taking) or interaction 2 (throwing, catching), depending on the morphs of ambiguous actions that were either initiating or responding actions from interaction 1 and interaction 2 (giving-throwing or catching-taking action morphs). They were able to practice this repeatedly while different morph weights between the actions were presented in ascending and descending manners to determine the point of overall ambiguous perception, which corresponds to the point of subjective equality, for each participant. All morph levels were presented twice.

**Baseline condition.** After the morph weight was determined in the practice trials, participants were presented with three repetitions of each test morph stimuli in the absence of adaptor stimuli (baseline). The participants who showed inconsistent (e.g., were responding with the same category to all stimuli) responses in these three iterations of the same action morphs were considered as ineligible for the experiment and excluded before participation in the main experimental phase (up to three participants were considered ineligible in experiments 1 and 2). We determined the baseline perception for each action and for each participant. Once determined, the morph weights in the test stimuli were kept identical for each participant across all experimental blocks during the main experimental phase. The total number of trials in the baseline condition consisted of 42 trials (two action morphs × seven morph levels × three repetitions) for each participant.

The same baseline and practice phases were used in all three experiments as a preliminary step to familiarize participants with the setup.

**Main adaptation experiment 1.** The main adaptation experiment consisted of eight experimental blocks, a fully crossed design with the factors adaptor stimuli (4×) and test morphs (2×). The order of experimental blocks was completely balanced across all participants. The adaptor stimuli consisted of the four recorded actions (giving, throwing, taking, and catching), each presented in separate experimental blocks. The test stimuli were morphed actions either between initiating actions or between responding actions from interaction 1 and interaction 2 (giving-throwing or catching-taking action morphs). The test stimuli were presented in a set of seven morph levels with equal morph distances between each other, and each morphed action was shown three times in each adaptor condition, resulting in 21 test stimuli presentations in each experimental block. The order of test stimuli presentation within each experimental block was completely randomized. Each experimental block of trials consisted of an initial adaptation phase where the same adaptor stimuli was repeatedly presented three times with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 250 ms. The next phase was action categorization phase, which was followed, where the adaptor stimulus was repeatedly presented four times (same ISI of 250 ms) before each trial, and then the test stimuli appeared for a two-alternative forced choice task where participants had to judge which action they perceived (e.g., “Did you see giving or throwing?”). The ISI between the adaptor stimuli and test stimuli was 400 ms. The next trial started as soon as the participants recorded their answer by moving their tracked hands toward the virtual buttons. The total number of trials for the main adaptation experiment 1 was 168 trials (eight experimental blocks × seven morph levels × three repetitions of test stimuli) for each participant. Participants took about 60 min to finish the whole experiment, taking ~5 min per experimental block.

**Adaptation experiment 2.** The second adaptation experiment consisted of 16 experimental blocks, a fully crossed design with the factors adaptor action (4×), test morphs (2×), and whether the adaptor action was scrambled or not (2×). The order of experimental blocks was completely balanced across all participants. The adaptor stimuli consisted of the four recorded actions (giving, throwing, taking, and catching), each presented in a separate experimental block, and four of the same actions in which the joints were permutated between the arms and the legs (scrambled). The test stimuli were the same as in experiment 1: the morphed actions either between initiating actions or between responding actions from interaction 1 and interaction 2 (giving-throwing or catching-taking action morphs). The total number of trials for the main adaptation experiment 2 was 288 trials (16 experimental blocks × 6 morph levels × 3 repetitions of test stimuli) for each participant. Participants took about 115 min to finish the whole experiment, taking ~5 min per experimental block.

**Adaptation experiment 3.** The third adaptation experiment consisted of 12 experimental blocks, a fully crossed design with the factors adaptor action (6×) and test morphs (2×). The order of experimental blocks was counterbalanced across all participants. The adaptor stimuli consisted of the six recorded actions (giving, throwing, taking, catching, leading salsa, following salsa), each presented in a separate experimental block. The test stimuli were the same as in experiments 1 and 2: the morphed actions either between initiating actions or between responding actions from interaction 1 and interaction 2 (giving-throwing or catching-taking action morphs). The total number of trials for the main adaptation experiment 3 was 216 trials (12 experimental blocks × 6 morph levels × 3 repetitions of test stimuli) for each participant. Participants took about 80 min to finish the whole experiment, taking ~5 min per experimental block.

**Adaptation experiment 4.** This experiment was a preregistered study within the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/jhnufe). The experiment consisted of 12 experimental blocks, which were counterbalanced across the following three within-subject factors: three adaptor conditions (baseline, adaptor action 1, adaptor action 2), two semantic label (well-known and not-well-known actions) conditions, and two biological possibility conditions (scrambled vs.
nonscrabling the actions). The testing order of experimental blocks was randomized. The adaptor stimuli consisted of two recorded well-known actions (hug and push) and two physically possible but much less known actions (hand-left and hand-up). For the biologically impossible actions, we scrambled these four actions by swapping joint angle movements between arms and legs. There were four test stimuli generated by the joint angle morphing, giving four morph axes: “hug-push scrambled,” “hug-push nonscrabling,” “hand-left-hand-up scrambled,” and “hand-left-hand-up nonscrabling.” Each of the four morph levels was probed five times. Hence, the total number of trials in experiment 4 was 4 trials (12 experimental blocks × 5 morph levels × 4 repetitions of test stimuli) for each participant. Participants took about 60 min to finish the whole experiment, taking ~5 min per experimental block.

Assessment of semantic action labels. After finishing all blocks in experiment 4, participants were given a questionnaire, which assessed whether each of the eight adaptor action stimuli could be labeled with a semantic meaning. Next to an image of the last frame of the action (showing the action at its peak), participants answered the following four questions: “Do you know the meaning of the action (the interacting object might be missing)? If you know it, please write ‘no’ and ‘how confident are you on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 10 (completely)?’” We coded the responses to the first question to represent the verb in the infinitive form and to remove the noun from the verb phrase, which was in some trials left untranscribed. If Appendix 1 shows distributions of the coded responses of each of the action stimuli of experiment 4. For hug or push the majority of participants (81 and 85.7%, respectively) identified the action correctly. For every one of the four scrambled action stimuli, the majority of participants responded “no” (76% for the scrambled push, 63.2% for the scrambled hug, 90% for the scrambled hand-up, 61.9% for the scrambled hand-left), according to the questionnaire guidelines they did not know the meaning of the action. For (nonscrambled) hand-left and hand-up stimuli, the most prominent answer was “no” (23.8% for the hand-up and 38.1% for hand-left), and none of the other response categories gathered more than 14.3% for hand-up and 4.76% for hand-left. This demonstrates that only hug and push actions were associated with a commonly accepted meaning.

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using R version 3.4.3 (38), RStudio version 1.1.439 (39). We used ggplot2 (40) version 2.2 and plotly (41) to generate the statistical plots; Bayes factors were computed using BayesFactor R package version 0.9.2, and calculations in analysis of variance were done using ez R package version 4.4.

Participants. Twenty-five (n = 25) volunteers participated in experiment 1, a distinct group of 25 (n = 25) volunteers participated in experiment 2, a distinct group of 24 (n = 24) volunteers participated in experiment 3, and a distinct group of 25 (n = 25) volunteers participated in experiment 4. All participants were compensated with €8 per hour. After the experiments, they were debriefed and informed about study. Exclusion criteria applied to participants could not perceive the action stimuli with the 3D goggles, who showed inconsistent responses after three iterations in the initial process determining the point of overall ambiguous perception for the two morphed actions, or who reported to have had extensive training in sports involving throwing or catching actions (e.g., experts in baseball, basketball, juggling) or in salsa dancing (in the case of experiment 3). In Experiment 1, three participants met the exclusion criteria; in experiment 2, two participants met the exclusion criteria; and in experiments 3 and 4, no participants met the exclusion criteria.

Consent. Psychophysical experiments were performed with informed consent of participants. All participants were informed about the purpose of the experiment before signing an informed consent. All participants were naive concerning the hypotheses of the experiment. The experiment was conducted in line with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the ethics board of the University of Tübingen (Germany).
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